The Paperback Reprint of Kings Way! That's right, first edition, 5000 copies, Sold Out in under 10 months from release! It's already been reprinted, this time round in a paperback cover, and is now on a ship from China. It should be in stores in the coming weeks. Here's some pics of the advance copy; matt laminated, embossed and some slick gloss varnish goin' on. Enjoy.

Posted by DC 47 comments. Wednesday, December 23. The Now School! 5 Minutes V.09.04 from I Love Graffiti on Vimeo. Posted by DC 10 comments. Tuesday, October 6. Comments for chapter "Chapter 93". MANGA DISCUSSION. Leave a Reply Cancel reply. Dark_King. Wouldn't be surprised if the principal or someone stepped in before the fight happens. I mean following school rules, the dude beat up two of the people who are tasked to protect the school. If I'm right I officially have an 3rd eye.


Other editions. Enlarge cover. The Way of Kings: Book One of the Stormlight Archive PAPERBACK 2014 by Brandon.Â Kings Way: The Beginning of Australian Graffiti: Melbourne 1983-93 2010. C $178.04. Was: Previous Price C $222.55. Book. A comprehensive account of the first decade of the graffiti writing subculture in Melbourne, and the story of the development of a hardcore underground scene of local 'writers' and their commitment to 'getting up'. Using the city's walls and trains as their canvas, they pioneered the elaborate spray-paint murals that now dominate the cityscape. 39 people like this topic. Portions of bibliographic data on books is copyrighted by Ingram Book Group Inc. Want to like this page? Sign up for Facebook to get started.